#UL02 ULTRA CROSSFIRE
Read these directions very carefully. This product uses flammable material and is for professional
use only. The manufacturer is not responsible for any injury or liability that is the result of the user's failure to follow the specific instructions stated below.
DIRECTIONS:
When you first take this unit out of the box, you will note two thin wires coming out of the side of each stack,
and running to a red and black pair of terminals. These are the Surefire Igniters. Look into the stack, and note
the igniter sticking out one-half inch into the center. When you replace the igniters (two are needed for each
shot), you’ll want to install them so that they are positioned in the same manner.
To prevent accidental ignition while loading, disconnect the igniter wires by pressing on the red and black release
levers. (Do not allow the igniter wires to come into contact with the Crossfire at all!) Now take two full sheets
of Flash Paper, loosely ball them up, and insert one into each stack. Using a dowel rod or broomstick, push the
Paper down against the igniter. Plug the unit into a footswitch or switchbox, and plug the switch/box into 120V
house current (a standard wall outlet). By switching the footswitch or switchbox on and off, you’ll see the red
indicator on the Ultra Crossfire light and go out. When the red light is lit, ignition power is being supplied to
the red and black terminals. If an igniter were in place, the unit would go off as soon as the red indicator lit.
Set your switch so that the red indicator is not lit. Now reconnect the igniter leads to the red and black terminals.
The unit is now ready to fire. Be sure that there are no flammable objects or people within 15 feet. Throw the
switch and instantly shoot two balls of fire.
The Crossfire can also be used to shoot confetti. Pour flameproof confetti into each stack after the Paper has been
inserted and snug it down with a dowel.
CAUTION
The Crossfire shoots real fireballs. Be sure flammable objects (and people) are not in the line of fire.
Never insert the tip of the igniter in such a way that it touches any metal part of the Crossfire. This could
cause premature firing or misfiring, an electrical short, and possibly an electrical fire.
NEVER USE FLASH POWDER IN THIS DEVICE!!!!!!!!!!!!!! An explosion
will result.
Do not reload until the stacks have cooled.
To avoid blowing circuit breakers and fuses, be sure the line has
a 20 amp fuse or breaker.
Igniters are one-time use products and must be replaced with
each firing. For best results, use only our low voltage "Surefire
Igniters". Never replace the igniters or touch the red and black
terminals when the red indicator is lit.
Always keep your face away from the stacks.
Never smoke while loading.
TIPS:
For added safety, use one of our Ultra firing panels equipped with test fire indicator lights.
WARNING!!!
Read these directions carefully and follow them exactly. Misuse is dangerous. The manufacturer
is not responsible for any injury or liability that is the result of the user's failure to follow the
specific instructions stated above. This product is manufactured without any warranties, express
or implied. It is for professional use only. It is not sold to minors. For more information, consult
the technical manual "Special Effects with Fire and Smoke" available from us or your dealer.

DANGER! USE AT YOUR OWN RISK!
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